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Abstract—In this paper, we fill a void between information
theoretic security and practical coding over the Gaussian wiretap
channel using a three-stage encoder/decoder technique. Security
is measured using Kullback-Leibler divergence and resolvability
techniques along with a limited number of practical assumptions
regarding the eavesdropper’s decoder. The results specify a
general coding recipe for obtaining both secure and reliable
communications over the Gaussian wiretap channel, and one
specific set of concatenated codes is presented as a test case
for the sake of providing simulation-based evaluation of security
and reliability over the network. It is shown that there exists a
threshold in signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio over a Gaussian channel,
such that receivers experiencing SNR below the threshold have
no practical hope of receiving information about the message
when the three-stage coding technique is applied. Results further
indicate that the two innermost encoding stages successfully
approximate a binary symmetric channel, allowing the outermost
encoding stage (e.g., a wiretap code) to focus solely on secrecy
coding over this approximated channel.

Index Terms—Physical-layer security, Gaussian wiretap chan-
nel, practical secrecy coding.

EDICS: CIT-PHY, CIT-PHY-COD, CIT-INF-SECC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical-layer security has been advancing at a rapid pace of
late. The origins of the field can be traced back to Shannon [1]
and Wyner [2], while some of the more recent advances are
highlighted in [3], [4]. In this paper, we focus on coding for
secrecy, and highlight the need for a hybrid security standard
for real networks and finite blocklength codes. Semantic
secrecy and strong secrecy are now the metrics of choice
among information theorists [5], [3], [6], while security gap
and bit-error rate are supreme among practical researchers [7],
[8]. Unfortunately, it can be shown that both of these methods
fall short of measuring secrecy when finite blocklength codes
are deployed in real networks.

This work was partially funded by the following entities and projects:
the US National Science Foundation (Grant Award Number 1761280),
the FLAD project INCISE (Interference and Coding for Secrecy), project
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e Internacionalização - COMPETE 2020 and by National Funds from FCT
- Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, through projects POCI-01-0145-
FEDER-016753 and UID/EEA/50008/2013.

No explicit wiretap codes are currently known that can
achieve both reliability and information theoretic security
(weak, strong, or semantic) over a Gaussian wiretap channel,
despite the recent works on lattice coding, which show the
existence of such codes [9], but do not show how to design
them [10]. It is furthermore true, with the exception of very
few works [11], [12], that the security analysis of wiretap
codes tends to focus on the infinite blocklength regime. The
current status of practical information theoretic security coding
for the wiretap channel is that we yet lack knowledge of how
to code at finite blocklengths over real-world channels, as
almost all known code constructions achieve secrecy only over
a discrete memoryless channel (DMC)-based wiretap model,
often when the legitimate receiver’s channel is assumed to be
noiseless. For extensive summaries of the state-of-the-art in
explicit code constructions for information theoretic security,
the reader is directed to [3], [5], [13] and references therein.

Security gap results do offer explicit code designs at finite
blocklength over Gaussian and fading channels [7], [8], and
works that highlight these techniques tend to simulate their
performance as well. However, the security gap relies on the
average bit/block error rate to quantify security, which is far
from the preferred strong and semantic secrecy measures used
in information theoretic approaches. One of the main draw-
backs of the security gap is that it does not measure correlation
between the message and the received data, which could be
exploited to attack the system. Information theoretic metrics
measure correlation by definition. Security gap results are
also only indicative of the average performance. For smaller
blocklength codes, a full understanding of the distribution of
error rates would be more valuable [14], [15]. For a summary
of practical physical-layer security coding, we direct the reader
to [4].

In this work, we present a general concatenated coding
technique that can be used to achieve reliable and secure
communications over the wiretap channel when both the main
and eavesdropper’s channels are additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channels. Our technique is a hybrid approach be-
tween the two existing competing strategies. The information
theoretic approach to coding for secrecy is to employ a nested
wiretap code structure, mapping each message to one of
several codewords at random to increase the confusion of an
eavesdropper. The security gap approach to coding for secrecy
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is to achieve an extremely steep waterfall region in the bit-error
rate (BER) curve of a code so that only a small advantage in
channel quality is required over the eavesdropper to achieve
both reliability and security in practice. Our approach uses
ideas from both of these techniques. The process requires three
layers of coding altogether; the inner-most layer is used to fine
tune a reliability threshold for the intended receiver, while
the second layer then propagates any remaining errors at the
output of the inner-most decoder. The main novelty of our
approach lies in using the two inner layers of coding over an
AWGN channel to generate an effective noisy DMC for any
receiver with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) below the reliability
threshold. The outer-most code is then a nested wiretap code
(e.g., as in [2], [11], [16]), that has been shown to be able
to achieve information theoretic security over many DMC
models, as we provide with our two inner layers of coding.

Security guarantees are made using a combination of a
limited number of reasonable decoder assumptions at the
eavesdropper, and resolvability calculations with signals along
the eavesdropper’s receiver chain. To be clear, we adopt a
similar approach as in [17], where a network is deemed secure
if

lim
n→∞

dist(pMA; pMpA) = 0, (1)

where, M is the message to be securely communicated, A =
Zn is the eavesdropper’s length-n observation directly at the
output of the channel (see also Fig. 1), n is the blocklength
of an encoding process at Alice, and dist(· ; ·) could be any
meaningful distance measure between two distributions. When
the distance between the distributions pMA and pMpA goes
to zero, this indicates that the signals M and A are tending
towards statistical independence, and thus the joint distribution
and the product of the marginals become indistinguishable,
or unresolvable. A small number of modifications to (1) are
necessary to apply the technique in our case, and we will
use similar measures when analyzing the effectiveness of a
specific set of concatenated codes in generating a DMC for
the eavesdropper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
further motivates the approach being taken in this paper for
achieving both reliable and secure communications over the
Gaussian wiretap channel. The system model assumed by
the paper and the specific security constraint imposed on the
model are presented, and some additional related work is
reviewed. In Section III, the novel three-stage coding technique
is given generally, while in Section IV, we provide a specific
set of codes that together form an implementation of the
system. Theoretical and simulation-based analysis of the three-
stage encoding/decoding technique is given in Section V,
where it is shown that the inner two coding layers can be
used to effectively generate a DMC for the eavesdropper, and
a coset-based secrecy code at the outer coding layer provides
practical secrecy. Results are given in Section VI, and the
paper is concluded in Section VII.

II. SETUP AND MOTIVATION

A. System Model

In this work, we consider a modern version of the Gaussian
wiretap channel model originally presented in [18]. Notation-
ally, capital letters are random variables, or random vectors
where a superscript indicates the length of the vector. In
Fig. 1, we see a network with three players; a source (Al-
ice), a destination (Bob), and an eavesdropper (Eve). Alice
encodes a message M with an underlying discrete alphabet
M = {1, 2, . . . , |M|} into a length-n vector of symbols Xn,
which is broadcast over two channels: a main channel, and an
eavesdropper’s channel. Both channels are AWGN channels,
with additive noise sequences Nn

B for the main channel and
Nn

E for the eavesdropper’s channel. The two channels are
assumed to be independent with noise variances σ2

B and σ2
E ,

respectively. Then Bob receives

Y n = Xn +Nn
B , (2)

and Eve receives
Zn = Xn +Nn

E . (3)

Bob’s (Eve’s) decoder attempts to recover the message and has
as its output M̂ (M̃ ). The communications goal is to broadcast
the data under two constraints:

1) Pr(M 6= M̂) < δ, (reliability constraint) and
2) dist(pMA; pMpA) < ε, (security constraint).

We assume that both δ and ε are very small positive real
numbers, and for more meaningful operation of the system,
we’d like them to be as small as possible. Notice that since we
consider finite blocklength codes, we do not allow the security
constraint to be evaluated in the limit as n→∞. The random
variable A is a placeholder that can be filled in with any of a
number of variables that represent signals along Eve’s receiver
chain. For this work, we consider the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence (or relative entropy) [19] as the distance metric of
choice, i.e.,

dist(pMA; pMpA) = D(pMA||pMpA) (4)

=

∫
a∈A

∑
m∈M

pMA log2

pMA

pMpA
da (5)

when A is a continuous random variable, and

dist(pMA; pMpA) = D(pMA||pMpA) (6)

=
∑
a∈A

∑
m∈M

pMA log2

pMA

pMpA
(7)

when A is a discrete random variable. In both cases [17],

D(pMA||pMpA) = I(M ;A)= H(M)−H(M |A), (8)

where I(·; ·) and H(·) are the well-known mutual information
and entropy functions, respectively [19].

Since the encoder is a three-stage process, A can be
set to be any of the three decoder outputs with tradeoffs
between the complexity of the calculation of (8) and the
meaningfulness of security results for each choice. Depending
on the decoding methods, some signals in the chain will
have continuous distribution functions, while some will have
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Fig. 1. The Gaussian wiretap channel model. Alice attempts to communicate
reliably to Bob while keeping her messages secure against eavesdropping by
Eve. Both channels of communication are Gaussian.

discrete distribution functions. The traditional approach is to
let A = Zn, as the data processing theorem [19] indicates that
I(M ;Zn) ≥ I(M ;A) for any signal A at the output of a de-
coding stage in the eavesdropper’s receiver chain. The lefthand
side of the inequality gives the strongest security guarantee,
and some form of this expression is used in determining weak,
strong, and semantic secrecy [5], [13]; however, the righthand
side may give meaningful practical measures and be easier to
simulate, particularly when A is a discrete random variable.

B. Additional Related Work

It has been noted by others that one of the main issues that
continues to plague secrecy coding is perhaps our failure to
adequately address security in the finite blocklength regime,
particularly over practical channel models such as Gaussian
and fading, where the friendly parties are not assumed to have
noiseless channels ([4] Chapter 1, [5]).

There have been other attempts to overcome the short-
comings of coding over continuous channels, although not
necessarily at finite blocklengths. In [5], [13], [20], the authors
note that every binary-input communication channel can be
modeled as a binary erasure channel (BEC) followed in series
by an additional channel. Since we know how to code for
secrecy over an eavesdropper’s BEC, we can then simply
ignore the additional channel, and code for the BEC. It is
well known [3] that if a code achieves a level of equivocation
H(M |Zn) over a channel, then the equivocation can be no less
over channels that are stochastically degraded1 with respect to
the original channel. However, this technique often delivers
pessimistic results, indicating that an eavesdropper’s SNR
must be far below a level where signal detection could even be
achieved to guarantee semantic (or strong) secrecy [5]. How-
ever, at these SNR levels, we have a hard time justifying the
label of eavesdropper on Eve, since she would be hard pressed
to even detect the legitimate communications in practice.

There also exists another approach to quantifying physical-
layer security that involves bounding the equivocation as a
function of blocklength using Fano’s inequality [21], [22],

1Channel one is stochastically degraded with respect to channel two, if there
exists a channel three such that channel one’s noise parameters are identical
to the noise parameters of the combined channel made by serial concatenation
of channel two with channel three [3].

but these bounds prove to be incredibly loose for small
blocklength codes, and hence have limited utility in the finite
(and short) blocklength regime.

III. THREE-STAGE APPROACH TO SECRECY CODING

In this paper, we achieve both reliability and security over
the Gaussian wiretap channel shown in Fig. 1 using a three-
stage encoding process. The high-level procedure is outlined
in Fig. 2, where we see a message M as the overall input to the
system by Alice, and three encoder blocks at the transmitter.
The outputs of the respective encoders are Unu , V nv , and Xn.
If we assume the message is uniform over M, then the rate
of the Stage 1 encoder is

R1 =
log2 |M|
nu

, (9)

the rate of the Stage 2 encoder is

R2 =
nu
nv
, (10)

and the rate of the Stage 3 encoder is

R3 =
nv
n
. (11)

Overall, if the alphabets of all three output signals are identi-
cal, then the three-stage encoder has a rate of

R = R1R2R3 =
log2 |M|

n
, (12)

which is measured in bits per channel use, assuming one
element of the vector Xn is transmitted with exactly one use
of the Gaussian wiretap channel. Bob (Eve) receives Y n (Zn)
as before, and the outputs of the decoder stages are labeled
to correspond to their associating signals at the transmitter;
that is, Bob’s (Eve’s) estimates of Unu and V nv are Ûnu

and V̂ nv (Ũnu and Ṽ nv ), respectively, and finally, M̂ (M̃ )
is Bob’s (Eve’s) estimate of M . When writing the lower-case
realizations of these random vectors, we omit the superscripts.

The types of codes used at the distinct stages of the encod-
ing/decoding process and the goals of each stage are given as
follows. Decoders are presented using Bob’s variables, but we
assume that Eve also has access to the decoders, and can use
them in the same way that Bob does.

S1: The code employed at Stage 1 is a secrecy code (e.g., as
in [5], [13]) capable of achieving information theoretic
security over a DMC. The respective encoder and decoder
functions for the Stage 1 code are defined generally as

u = φ1(m), (13)
m̂ = ψ1(û). (14)

Goal: ensure that dist(pMM̃ , pMpM̃ ) < ε by wrapping
the other two stages of coding in a randomized nested
code structure for guaranteeing confusion at the eaves-
dropper.

S2: The code employed at Stage 2 is an error propagation
code (e.g., a scrambler, interleaver, or some type of
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Fig. 2. Three-stage coding approach to secure communications. Stage 3 is fine-tuned to provide error-free communication to Bob, Stage 2 propagates any
remaining errors throughout the output bits, Stage 1 wraps the entire procedure in a code known to achieve information theoretic security.

M
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Bob

Eve
Ũnu
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Fig. 3. Stages 2 and 3 and the Gaussian channel from Fig. 2 combine to
generate a noiseless channel for Bob, and an effective DMC for Eve. For
binary codes, Eve’s generated channel is a BSC.

hashing function). The respective encoder and decoder
functions for the Stage 2 code are

v = φ2(u), (15)
û = ψ2(v̂). (16)

Goal: ensure that dist(pMŨnu , pMpŨnu ) < ε by spread-
ing any errors remaining from the Stage 3 decoder
throughout the vector of symbols Ũnu in Eve’s receiver
chain.

S3: The code employed at Stage 3 is an error correcting code.
The respective encoder and decoder functions for the
Stage 3 code are

x = φ3(v), (17)
v̂ = ψ3(y). (18)

Goal: ensure Pr(V nv 6= V̂ nv ) < δ′, for δ′ sufficient to
guarantee Pr(M 6= M̂) < δ through careful tuning of
code parameters so as to avoid all errors being corrected
in Ṽ nv .

These goals are chosen because the quantity
dist(pMZn ; pMpZn) is particularly difficult to calculate
for sufficiently complicated encoding procedures, and the
closed-form expression for pMZn may be unknown. This
same issue plagues all current works that propose explicit
coding schemes over the Gaussian wiretap channel, which is
one of the main reasons practical works focus on bit-error
rate rather than information theoretic security. For us to
maintain any useful definition of security, we therefore must
assume that Eve employs the best known decoder at Stage 1,
Stage 2, and Stage 3.

IV. CODE CHOICES FOR AN IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we define a set of coding algorithms that can
be used in the three-stage encoder/decoder methodology of
this paper. We note that these are not the only codes that can
be employed within the three-stage scheme, but the simulation

results of this paper will focus on only these codes. For this
particular implementation, all codes are assumed to be binary,
and therefore, signals and encoding operations are assumed to
occur over the binary finite field F2 unless otherwise stated.

A. Coset Coding

The Stage 1 code can be taken to be a coset code as
originally presented in [2], [23]. This technique was later
used to provide the first explicit code construction capable
of achieving weak secrecy over the binary erasure wiretap
channel (BEWC) in [16], and the scheme has been used as
the basis for additional coding constructions that achieve both
strong and semantic secrecy over DMC wiretap models [5],
[13]. In essence, each message m ∈ M = {1, 2, . . . , 2k}
is assigned a unique coset of an (nu, nu − k) binary linear
block code. The 2k cosets are labeled as C0, C1, . . . , C2k−1,
where C0 is the linear block code whose (nu − k) × nu
generator matrix is called G. Each coset is comprised of 2nu−k

codewords [24], and a message m is encoded by choosing
uniformly at random one of the codewords from Cm. To be
specific,

φ1(m) =
[
m m′

] [G′
G

]
= u, (19)

where G′ is a k × nu matrix whose rows are chosen so that

G∗ =

[
G′

G

]
has full rank in F2. Let H be the k × nu parity

check matrix of C0. In [11] it was shown that the rows of G′

can also be chosen so that the syndrome s = uHT of u for
{u : φ(m) = u} is equal to m when m is written in binary
form. This should not surprise us since syndrome decoders
for error-correcting linear block codes make corrections as a
function of the coset [24]. The variable m′ is an (nu − k)-
length binary vector chosen uniformly at random from Fnu−k

2 .
The result of the encoding can be summarized as: m chooses
the coset, and m′ chooses the random representative of the
coset. We will assume the decoder to be a simple syndrome
calculation, and we choose the rows of G′ to let m = s. Then
the decoder function at Stage 1 is

ψ1(û) = s = ûHT = m̂. (20)

Note that the secrecy code at Stage 1 has no error correction
capability due to all vectors in Fnu

2 belonging to exactly one
of the 2k cosets. The variable Unu is a discrete random vector
with elements in Fnu

2 for this choice of a Stage 1 code.
Note also that this code can be applied as presented here,

with nu as the blocklength of the secrecy code, or the
blocklength of the secrecy code can be taken to be smaller,
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and several secrecy codewords can be concatenated to form
Unu . For any coset code, the encoder and decoder require
at most additional computations on the order of n3

u from the
matrix multiplications. The encoder of some coset codes can
be made more efficient as is shown in [16] by adjusting the
code matrices similarly as in [25].

B. Interleaved Coding for Secrecy with a Hidden Key

The Stage 2 and Stage 3 codes can be derived from the
interleaved coding for secrecy with a hidden key (ICSHK)
scheme that was originally presented in [15]. The technique
is based on a combination of key-based interleaving and a
powerful systematic punctured error-correcting code for key
distribution and secure communications. The ICSHK scheme
is fully described by Fig. 4. At the transmitter, a binary,
length-nk secret key K is generated uniformly at random,
which is then mapped to a specific permutation Πk. When
the interleaver performs the specified permutation of the input
symbols Unu , the output is a shuffled codeword Ui of length
nu. The secret key K and the interleaved codeword Ui are
then concatenated and passed on to the Stage 3 encoder. The
Stage 2 encoder can thus be written as

φ2(u) =
[
k Πk(u)

]
=
[
k ui

]
= v, (21)

where k, u, ui, and v are realizations of the random variables
K, Unu , Ui, and V nv . From this, we can deduce that the
length of the key is nk = (nv − nu).

The Stage 3 code is a powerful systematic binary (n, nv)
punctured block code C. The systematic code is selected to
code the input V nv =

[
K Ui

]
resulting in

[
K Ui Pb

]
,

where Pb are the parity bits, and the input appears explicitly
in the output, as is true for all systematic codes. Let the
unpunctured rate of this code be denoted R. Then it is not
difficult to show that Pb is nv(1−R)

R bits long. This codeword
is then punctured by removing the secret key bits K prior to
transmission, resulting in a hidden key that can be recovered
as long as the Stage 3 decoder operates without error. Let the
nv × nv

R generator matrix of C be denoted G, and the Stage 3
encoder can then be written as

φ3(v) = [vG](nk+1: nv
R ) = x, (22)

where the subscript notation indicates that all but the first nk
bits are kept (not punctured) from the multiplication of v with
G. A new key is generated for each input word u, meaning
nk key bits of information are effectively embedded within
the parity bits Pb by the encoding with code C. The codeword
that is finally transmitted over the Gaussian wiretap channel
is then essentially

Xn =
[
Ui Pb

]
, (23)

meaning that the code rate R of C should be chosen so that

R =
nv

n− nu + nv
, (24)

which is determined by analyzing the lengths of the two
vectors that make up Xn. Notice we say that Xn is essentially
as shown in (23). This is because technically Xn is the

modulated set of symbols that are transmitted over the channel.
If we assume binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation for
this implementation, then the spirit of the encoder is preserved
as 0 and 1 map to +1 and −1, respectively. For this paper,
C is chosen to be a low-density parity-check (LDPC) code of
appropriate blocklength and rate.

The decoder function chosen for Stage 3 is a soft-decision
density evolution decoder, which is known to allow LDPC
codes to approach the capacity of many communication chan-
nels [24], [26]. We assume that both Bob and Eve have access
to this best-known decoder, and define

ψ3(y) =
[
k̂ ûi

]
= v̂ (25)

to be the output of the density evolution decoder, returning a
vector of soft decoded bits. Although the decoder returns soft
information about both K̂ and Ûi, there are no soft-decision
algorithms for deinterleaving a vector. Thus, hard decisions
must be made about K̂, so as to apply the best estimate of the
inverse interleaver, which achieves the proper shuffling only
when K̂ = K. We thus define the Stage 2 decoder as

ψ2(v̂) = Π−1

k̂
(ûi) = û. (26)

At this point, we still have soft information about Unu , with
no way to further exploit it since the Stage 1 code is a
secrecy code with no correction capabilities. This scheme
is efficient because it requires only an error-correcting code
and an interleaver. The interleaver is essentially a standard
permutation block (P-box) from cryptography, and can even
be dealt with in hardware [27]. Several efficient error-control
codes exist [24], [25], [26], and it is reasonable to restrict
ourselves to these when designing the three-stage coding
scheme.

V. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. Three-Stage Encoder

Analysis of the three-stage scheme with codes as defined
in Section IV is not trivial. Consider the encoder, and let
us identify joint distributions between M and signals along
the transmitter chain of Fig. 2 with reference to Fig. 4 for
the specific code types we have chosen to highlight. Recall
that φi indicates the Stage i encoder, while ψi indicates
the Stage i decoder. If we assume that M is uniform over
M = {1, 2, . . . , 2k}, then it is fairly straightforward to
convince ourselves that the output of φ1, Unu , is also uniform
as

pU (u) =
∑

m∈M
pU |M (u|m)pM (m) =

1

2nu
,∀u ∈ Fnu

2 , (27)

where pU |M (u|m) is uniform over the coset corresponding to
the message, and pM (m) = 1

2k for all m ∈ M. The joint
distribution between M and Unu is given by

pMU (m,u) =

{
1

2nu , if uHT = m

0, otherwise.
(28)

The distribution on the output of φ2, V nv =
[
K Ui

]
, is more

difficult, as there is no guarantee that the key space is large
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Fig. 4. High-level overview of the interleaved coding for secrecy with a hidden key (ICSHK) scheme using Bob’s receiver variables. Eve’s receiver is assumed
to be identical, but with signals marked with a tilde symbol, rather than a hat symbol.

enough to allow for all possible permutations of Unu . The
choice of the key size nk = (nv − nu) determines which is
bigger, the total number of keys 2nk , or the total number of
permutations over nu bits (the factorial of nu, nu!). No matter
the relationship, however, pV (v) is still uniform, because for
every permutation of nu bits, a uniform distribution in U
simply maps to another uniform distribution over the same
space in Ui. Since the keys are chosen uniformly at random,
both portions of V nv , Ui and K, are distributed uniformly.
The joint distribution

pMV (m, v) =
∑

u∈Fun
2

pV |U (v|u)pMU (m,u), (29)

requires us to know pV |U (v|u), which is found by sweeping
the key space K to identify all legitimate (u, v) pairs. This
cannot be uniform in general, but may approximate the uni-
form distribution if the number of keys is close to the number
of possible permutations. For this, we need

nk ≈ log2(nu!). (30)

Since the right-hand side of (30) is only rarely an integer,
and since nk grows much faster than nu in this relationship,
this assignment is undesirable. In practice, nk will likely be
smaller than log2(nu!), and hence, the scheme chooses one
of 2nk possible permutations at the interleaver, uniformly at
random, and a subset of possible permutations are chosen with
probability zero. Clearly the encoder mapping is getting more
complicated, and our ability to express joint distributions in
closed form is beginning to deteriorate.

To make matters more difficult, in practice one may select
one or more of the codes so that the blocklengths at various
stages do not really “fit” each other. For instance, the secrecy
code could be chosen so that nu is much smaller than it should
be to match sizing constraints with the remaining encoders.
When this is done, codewords are concatenated to make blocks
of the proper size for further processing, resulting in encoder
output distributions that are challenging to generalize.

Finally, we consider the distribution on Xn, and note that it
must be uniform over the codewords since the mapping from
V nv to Xn is deterministic, one-to-one, and onto (and hence,
invertible). The joint distribution over M and Xn is

pMX(m,x) =
∑

u∈Fun
2

∑
v∈Fuv

2

pX|V (x|v)pV |U (v|u)pMU (m,u),

(31)

where

pX|V (x|v) =

{
1, if φ3(v) = x,

0, otherwise.
(32)

In essence, the three-stage mapping from M to Xn for
a fixed m produces a set of possible codewords x, each
one mappable from m for at least one set of randomly
generated (m′, k). Although φ1 and φ2 choose m′ and k,
respectively, uniformly at random, and Xn is uniform itself,
however, the joint distribution pMX(m,x) is not uniform and
it preserves the one-to-many mapping as a function of the coset
arrangement in φ1, and the key space K in φ2. Since both
pM (m) and pX(x) are uniform, then the closer pMX(m,x)
tends to uniform, the closer D(pMX(m,x)||pM (m)pX(x)) =
I(M ;Xn) will be to zero. The perfect secrecy condition [1]
is achieved when I(M ;Xn) = 0, indicating that the degree to
which D(pMX(m,x)||pM (m)pX(x)) approaches zero is also
the degree to which the encoding scheme approaches perfect
secrecy.

B. Three-Stage Decoder

The reliability constraint is achieved if the soft-decision
density evolution decoder ψ3, provides sufficiently error-free
data for Bob. Since the next decoder in the receiver chain is an
error propagator, error events at Bob and Eve will be costly.
Of course, the true goal is to choose the Stage-3 code C to
provide error-free data for Bob, but not for Eve. In practice,
this means that Bob’s signal-to-noise ratio should be tuned to
the code, or vice versa, and that the data can be secured against
Eve if and only if Bob’s channel quality exceeds that of Eve’s.
In other words, the secrecy capacity must be greater than zero
to achieve both constraints, as is true for all physical-layer
security schemes.

The security analysis we wish to complete to verify our
security constraint requires us to know joint distributions
pMA(m, a) for A set to each of Zn, Ṽ nv , Ũnu , and M̃ . After
adding Gaussian noise to the modulated version of Xn, we
consider pMZ(m, z). While pXZ(x, z) is fairly straightforward
to obtain [19], [28], mapping that relation back to a joint
distribution on M and Zn is more challenging. The varying
design choices in the three-stage encoder make the security
analysis at Eve’s receiver fairly complex. At this point, we
suggest another approach that combines theory and simulation
to check the security constraint for practical eavesdropping
scenarios.
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In the next two respective subsections of the paper, we
consider some adaptations on blocklength requirements to
facilitate faster simulation analysis, and adopt a new line of
inquiry that yields greater insights on the problem. This new
direction of analysis addresses the possibility that was brought
up earlier when comparing Figs. 2 and 3. Namely, we consider
that the key-based interleaving and error control coding with
puncturing, collectively known as the ICSHK, along with a
Gaussian channel, may provide characteristics of a DMC for
the eavesdropper and a noiseless channel for Bob, over which
one can employ secrecy coding. This possibility was originally
investigated in [15], but is taken to new levels here.

C. Small Blocklength at the Secrecy Code

In this section, we consider our three-stage encoder when
nu is small so as to allow us to perform simulation-based
analysis of the technique over the Gaussian channel. We do
not require nv nor n to be small, so we will allow multiple
codewords at U to be concatenated to form a larger word for
processing at the Stage 2 and Stage 3 encoders. To accomplish
this for fixed m, we simply repeat the message enough times
to do the encoding.

One of the divergences that we wish to measure is
D (pMŨ (m, ũ)||pM (m)pŨ (ũ)), and the desired outcome is
that the divergence is very small, indicating that the joint
distribution between M and Ũ is “close” to the independent
case. Note that

D (p(m, ũ)||p(m)p(ũ)) =
∑

m∈M

∑
ũ∈Ũ

p(m, ũ) log2

p(ũ|m)

p(ũ)
,

(33)
and that if for every fixed message m ∈ M, pŨ |m(ũ|m)
is identical, then this distribution becomes pŨ |M (ũ|m) in
general, and likewise becomes pŨ (ũ), which implies that (33)
is zero. Thus, it is sufficient to show that the distribution on
Ũ does not change for any possible fixed m.

Let us explore this idea theoretically by considering the
expected weight of U given M = m, some fixed message.
The coset-based secrecy encoder randomly selects a message
from the coset that corresponds to the syndrome equal to m.
We will make use of the following fact to deduce approximate
distributions on Ui, and U given any fixed m, and hence, also
deduce distributions on Ũi and Ũ .

Lemma 1. The sum of the weight of codewords in any coset
of an (n, n − k) binary linear block code is identical, and is
equal to n2n−k−1.

Proof. It is assumed that the generator matrix G for the
(n, n − k) binary linear block code does not have any all-
zero columns, which is a fair assumption since the addition of
an all-zero column artificially inflates the blocklength without
adding any capability to the code. Consider the ith bit in all
codewords. This bit is guaranteed to be zero for the all-zero
codeword, and guaranteed to be one for at least one codeword
c since the ith column in G is not all-zero. Consider any other
codeword c′ and observe the ith bit. Then recognize that the
ith bit of the codeword (c⊕ c′) must have the opposite value

(either zero or one) from the ith bit of c′. Since all codewords
can be added to c to produce other codewords, a complete
matching of all codewords can be made by considering pairs
of codewords (c1, c2) such that c1 = c⊕ c2.

To extend this result to any coset, recognize that a coset of
the linear block code is simply an offset that can be attained
by adding any codeword from the coset to all codewords in
the linear block code. Thus, either the ith bit is flipped for all
codewords in the mapping from the linear code to the coset,
or it is not. Either way, the ith bit is one in exactly half of the
codewords in the coset, and zero in the other half.

The distribution on the weight of U given m is, therefore,
identical for all m, and when interleaving is considered, as
long as the key is chosen uniformly, then the distribution on
Ui is identical for all m, meaning pUi|m(ui|m), pV |m(v|m),
pX|m(x|m), and pA|m(a|m) for A set to any signal in the
receiver chain of Bob or Eve, are all equal for all possible
m ∈ M. Recognize that in general, this can only be an
approximate result, however, because the key space does not
allow generally for all interleaving mappings to be chosen
uniformly at random.

In Eve’s decoder, as long as the key is not recovered
perfectly, then the wrong de-interleaving mapping will be used.
In [15], it was shown that the distribution in the number of
errors after deinterleaving in the ICSHK scheme is tightly
concentrated around half of the bits when Eve’s SNR is such
that the probability of at least one residual error after the
Stage 3 decoder is close to one, and these bit locations appear
to be randomly distributed throughout the codeword. Thus,
although we still have soft information at Ũi, we must make
hard decisions on the bits in K̃ to perform the deinterleaving,
and unless the key bits are all correct, the probability that any
bit in Ũ is correct is close to 0.5. The end result is that (33) can
be expected to be very close to zero when the eavesdropper’s
estimate of the interleaving key K̃ is incorrect.

D. Generating a Discrete Memoryless Channel

Although we are not entirely in the dark regarding evalua-
tion of D(pMA(m, a)||pM (m)pA(a)) for A set to the signals
in Eve’s receiver chain, we may ask if the process can be
simplified by analyzing the implications of Figs. 2 and 3. In
other words, could the ICSHK algorithm as shown in Fig. 4
really mimic the statistics of a DMC; in particular, a BSC?
Towards answering that question, we extend our previous
results in [15], [29], where it was noted that for a BSC:

1) bit flips across the channel should occur independently,
2) bit flips should occur with some fixed probability p, and
3) soft information should not be usable at the output of the

channel.
The works of [15], [29] went to some lengths to show through
simulation that these properties were met in practice by the
ICSHK approach. Our analysis here goes further to satisfy the
claim that the ICSHK scheme, properly deployed, generates
an effective BSC for Eve, and an effective noiseless channel
for Bob.

Let us consider the scheme in Fig. 4 within the channel
model illustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, we show the ICSHK
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Fig. 5. A binary symmetric channel approximation to the eavesdropper’s
inner two stages of coding plus the channel is depicted here. We also present
signal names to aid the reader in the technical analysis.

portion of the three-stage coding system along with the main
and eavesdropper’s channels. We also show an additional
simple channel model, where the probability of a bit flip is
given as p, and we label the output of the BSC(p) as Ūnu .
The comparison between the eavesdropper’s receiver chain and
the simple BSC model is done by calculating

D(pUŨ ||pUŪ ) =
∑
u

∑
u′

pUŨ (u, u′) log2

pUŨ (u, u′)

pUŪ (u, u′)

=
∑
u

∑
u′

pUŨ (u, u′) log2

pŨ |u(u′|u)

pŪ |u(u′|u)
. (34)

Computing this quantity as both u and u′ vary over all
possible values of Unu is cumbersome, and results in unusable
calculations without long simulations to accurately estimate
probabilities near zero, as log2

x
0 = ∞ for x 6= 0. To

prevent this issue, we consider the expression as both u and
u′ simply vary over F2, which is justified by noting the
seemingly independent nature of errors at the output of the
ICSHK system [15], [29]. Since the distribution of the BSC
input/output bits is theoretically known, its simulation is not
necessary; but the distribution of input/output bits for the
ICSHK case is simulated using a computer program.

In Fig. 6 we show calculations of (34) for 16 different cases
of the ICSHK scheme. Gaussian noise in the eavesdropper’s
channel is assumed to have variance σ2

E = N0/2. These cases
are for values of 6.5 dB to 8.0 dB in the Gaussian channel’s
Eb/N0 operating point in increments of 0.1 dB. In each case,
we compute (34) between the target test case for the ICSHK
scheme and all possible distributions based on the BSC(p)
model, i.e., letting p range between zero and 0.5. We note
that Fig. 6 shows a very close match in each case with a
pronounced minimum value of the divergence, and as the SNR
in the Gaussian channels goes down, the matching p value goes
up as expected. These divergence calculations dip below 10−6

in the minimum case, indicating very close matches between
the distributions.

Using a simpler technique, we find nearly identical results,
as is also captured in Fig. 6. Suppose, we simply simulate
the ICSHK scheme at a given Eb/N0, and calculate the BER
at that operating point. It turns out that this value matches
the minimizing crossover probability p in the BSC almost
exactly. These strong matches seem to verify our three-stage
encoder/decoder system as an enabling approach for achieving
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Fig. 6. Kullback-Leibler divergence D(pUŨ ||pUŪ ). Minima in curves show
where the BSC model in Fig. 5 best approximates the ICSHK scheme
operating over the Gaussian wiretap channel with BPSK modulation and
σ2
E = N0/2.
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<latexit sha1_base64="a4/Y8nkoleFzpaP17k4gxVbrgew=">AAACB3icbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1WPggSH0F1GK4IeB168CBPsJmylpGm6hSVpSVJhlN28+FW8eFDEq1/Bm9/GbOtBN18I+fE870vyPlHGqNKu+21VVlbX1jeqm7Wt7Z3dPXv/oKPSXGLi45Sl8j5CijAqiK+pZuQ+kwTxiJFuNLqa+t0HIhVNxZ0eZyTgaCBoQjHSRgrt4ywsbiYOb5i7rymLCfQnTkl5I7TrbtOdFVwGr4Q6KKsd2l/9OMU5J0JjhpTqeW6mgwJJTTEjk1o/VyRDeIQGpGdQIE5UUMz2mMBTo8QwSaU5QsOZ+nuiQFypMY9MJ0d6qBa9qfif18t1chkUVGS5JgLPH0pyBnUKp6HAmEqCNRsbQFhS81eIh0girE10NROCt7jyMnTOmp7b9G7P6y2njKMKjsAJcIAHLkALXIM28AEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj3lrxSpnDsGfsj5/ANmWmI0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a4/Y8nkoleFzpaP17k4gxVbrgew=">AAACB3icbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1WPggSH0F1GK4IeB168CBPsJmylpGm6hSVpSVJhlN28+FW8eFDEq1/Bm9/GbOtBN18I+fE870vyPlHGqNKu+21VVlbX1jeqm7Wt7Z3dPXv/oKPSXGLi45Sl8j5CijAqiK+pZuQ+kwTxiJFuNLqa+t0HIhVNxZ0eZyTgaCBoQjHSRgrt4ywsbiYOb5i7rymLCfQnTkl5I7TrbtOdFVwGr4Q6KKsd2l/9OMU5J0JjhpTqeW6mgwJJTTEjk1o/VyRDeIQGpGdQIE5UUMz2mMBTo8QwSaU5QsOZ+nuiQFypMY9MJ0d6qBa9qfif18t1chkUVGS5JgLPH0pyBnUKp6HAmEqCNRsbQFhS81eIh0girE10NROCt7jyMnTOmp7b9G7P6y2njKMKjsAJcIAHLkALXIM28AEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj3lrxSpnDsGfsj5/ANmWmI0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a4/Y8nkoleFzpaP17k4gxVbrgew=">AAACB3icbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1WPggSH0F1GK4IeB168CBPsJmylpGm6hSVpSVJhlN28+FW8eFDEq1/Bm9/GbOtBN18I+fE870vyPlHGqNKu+21VVlbX1jeqm7Wt7Z3dPXv/oKPSXGLi45Sl8j5CijAqiK+pZuQ+kwTxiJFuNLqa+t0HIhVNxZ0eZyTgaCBoQjHSRgrt4ywsbiYOb5i7rymLCfQnTkl5I7TrbtOdFVwGr4Q6KKsd2l/9OMU5J0JjhpTqeW6mgwJJTTEjk1o/VyRDeIQGpGdQIE5UUMz2mMBTo8QwSaU5QsOZ+nuiQFypMY9MJ0d6qBa9qfif18t1chkUVGS5JgLPH0pyBnUKp6HAmEqCNRsbQFhS81eIh0girE10NROCt7jyMnTOmp7b9G7P6y2njKMKjsAJcIAHLkALXIM28AEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj3lrxSpnDsGfsj5/ANmWmI0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a4/Y8nkoleFzpaP17k4gxVbrgew=">AAACB3icbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1WPggSH0F1GK4IeB168CBPsJmylpGm6hSVpSVJhlN28+FW8eFDEq1/Bm9/GbOtBN18I+fE870vyPlHGqNKu+21VVlbX1jeqm7Wt7Z3dPXv/oKPSXGLi45Sl8j5CijAqiK+pZuQ+kwTxiJFuNLqa+t0HIhVNxZ0eZyTgaCBoQjHSRgrt4ywsbiYOb5i7rymLCfQnTkl5I7TrbtOdFVwGr4Q6KKsd2l/9OMU5J0JjhpTqeW6mgwJJTTEjk1o/VyRDeIQGpGdQIE5UUMz2mMBTo8QwSaU5QsOZ+nuiQFypMY9MJ0d6qBa9qfif18t1chkUVGS5JgLPH0pyBnUKp6HAmEqCNRsbQFhS81eIh0girE10NROCt7jyMnTOmp7b9G7P6y2njKMKjsAJcIAHLkALXIM28AEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj3lrxSpnDsGfsj5/ANmWmI0=</latexit>

(a) D(pMŪ ||pMpŪ )
<latexit sha1_base64="WOSxkin2AAVIrTBo1ZseKIJOseY=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjppiQi6LKgCzeFCqYtNCHcTKft0MnDmYlQ0n6HG3/FjQtF3Ikb/8Zpm4W2Hhg4c8693HtPkHAmlWV9Gyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwKeNUEOqQmMeiHYCknEXUUUxx2k4EhTDgtBUMr6Z+64EKyeLoTo0S6oXQj1iPEVBa8ku2CRX3PoUudkNQgyDA19hM/KyO3QAEdibjceLXsVbyf8Uvla2qNQNeJnZOyihHwy99ut2YpCGNFOEgZce2EuVlIBQjnE6KbippAmQIfdrRNIKQSi+bnTbBp1rp4l4s9IsUnqm/OzIIpRyFga6c7i8Xvan4n9dJVe/Sy1iUpIpGZD6ol3KsYjzNCXeZoETxkSZABNO7YjIAAUTpNIs6BHvx5GXSPKvaVtW+PS/XzDyOAjpGJ8hENrpANXSDGshBBD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mpStG3nOE/sD4+gFy+Z8u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WOSxkin2AAVIrTBo1ZseKIJOseY=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjppiQi6LKgCzeFCqYtNCHcTKft0MnDmYlQ0n6HG3/FjQtF3Ikb/8Zpm4W2Hhg4c8693HtPkHAmlWV9Gyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwKeNUEOqQmMeiHYCknEXUUUxx2k4EhTDgtBUMr6Z+64EKyeLoTo0S6oXQj1iPEVBa8ku2CRX3PoUudkNQgyDA19hM/KyO3QAEdibjceLXsVbyf8Uvla2qNQNeJnZOyihHwy99ut2YpCGNFOEgZce2EuVlIBQjnE6KbippAmQIfdrRNIKQSi+bnTbBp1rp4l4s9IsUnqm/OzIIpRyFga6c7i8Xvan4n9dJVe/Sy1iUpIpGZD6ol3KsYjzNCXeZoETxkSZABNO7YjIAAUTpNIs6BHvx5GXSPKvaVtW+PS/XzDyOAjpGJ8hENrpANXSDGshBBD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mpStG3nOE/sD4+gFy+Z8u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WOSxkin2AAVIrTBo1ZseKIJOseY=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjppiQi6LKgCzeFCqYtNCHcTKft0MnDmYlQ0n6HG3/FjQtF3Ikb/8Zpm4W2Hhg4c8693HtPkHAmlWV9Gyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwKeNUEOqQmMeiHYCknEXUUUxx2k4EhTDgtBUMr6Z+64EKyeLoTo0S6oXQj1iPEVBa8ku2CRX3PoUudkNQgyDA19hM/KyO3QAEdibjceLXsVbyf8Uvla2qNQNeJnZOyihHwy99ut2YpCGNFOEgZce2EuVlIBQjnE6KbippAmQIfdrRNIKQSi+bnTbBp1rp4l4s9IsUnqm/OzIIpRyFga6c7i8Xvan4n9dJVe/Sy1iUpIpGZD6ol3KsYjzNCXeZoETxkSZABNO7YjIAAUTpNIs6BHvx5GXSPKvaVtW+PS/XzDyOAjpGJ8hENrpANXSDGshBBD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mpStG3nOE/sD4+gFy+Z8u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WOSxkin2AAVIrTBo1ZseKIJOseY=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjppiQi6LKgCzeFCqYtNCHcTKft0MnDmYlQ0n6HG3/FjQtF3Ikb/8Zpm4W2Hhg4c8693HtPkHAmlWV9Gyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwKeNUEOqQmMeiHYCknEXUUUxx2k4EhTDgtBUMr6Z+64EKyeLoTo0S6oXQj1iPEVBa8ku2CRX3PoUudkNQgyDA19hM/KyO3QAEdibjceLXsVbyf8Uvla2qNQNeJnZOyihHwy99ut2YpCGNFOEgZce2EuVlIBQjnE6KbippAmQIfdrRNIKQSi+bnTbBp1rp4l4s9IsUnqm/OzIIpRyFga6c7i8Xvan4n9dJVe/Sy1iUpIpGZD6ol3KsYjzNCXeZoETxkSZABNO7YjIAAUTpNIs6BHvx5GXSPKvaVtW+PS/XzDyOAjpGJ8hENrpANXSDGshBBD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mpStG3nOE/sD4+gFy+Z8u</latexit>

(b) D(pMŪ ||pMŨ )
<latexit sha1_base64="U6MKCLda3hVWbiiP4dIN8+vDS0c=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJMN2VGBF0WdOFGqGAf0ClDkknb0ExmTDJCmfY33Pgrblwo4lJX/o2ZdhbaeiBw7jn3knsPjjlT2nG+rcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oqSiRhDZJxCPZwUhRzgRtaqY57cSSohBz2sajy8xvP1CpWCTu9DimvRANBOszgrSR/LJj46p3n6AAeiHSQ4zhFbRjP72BHkYSNqeTSVZ5mvGAmrLqlytOzZkBLhM3JxWQo+GXP70gIklIhSYcKdV1nVj3UiQ1I5xOS16iaIzICA1o11CBQqp66eyyKTwxSgD7kTRPaDhTf0+kKFRqHGLTma2vFr1M/M/rJrp/0UuZiBNNBZl/1E841BHMYoIBk5RoPjYEEcnMrpAMkUREmzBLJgR38eRl0jqtuU7NvT2r1O08jiI4AsfABi44B3VwDRqgCQh4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCP7A+voBJsCfEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U6MKCLda3hVWbiiP4dIN8+vDS0c=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJMN2VGBF0WdOFGqGAf0ClDkknb0ExmTDJCmfY33Pgrblwo4lJX/o2ZdhbaeiBw7jn3knsPjjlT2nG+rcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oqSiRhDZJxCPZwUhRzgRtaqY57cSSohBz2sajy8xvP1CpWCTu9DimvRANBOszgrSR/LJj46p3n6AAeiHSQ4zhFbRjP72BHkYSNqeTSVZ5mvGAmrLqlytOzZkBLhM3JxWQo+GXP70gIklIhSYcKdV1nVj3UiQ1I5xOS16iaIzICA1o11CBQqp66eyyKTwxSgD7kTRPaDhTf0+kKFRqHGLTma2vFr1M/M/rJrp/0UuZiBNNBZl/1E841BHMYoIBk5RoPjYEEcnMrpAMkUREmzBLJgR38eRl0jqtuU7NvT2r1O08jiI4AsfABi44B3VwDRqgCQh4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCP7A+voBJsCfEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U6MKCLda3hVWbiiP4dIN8+vDS0c=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJMN2VGBF0WdOFGqGAf0ClDkknb0ExmTDJCmfY33Pgrblwo4lJX/o2ZdhbaeiBw7jn3knsPjjlT2nG+rcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oqSiRhDZJxCPZwUhRzgRtaqY57cSSohBz2sajy8xvP1CpWCTu9DimvRANBOszgrSR/LJj46p3n6AAeiHSQ4zhFbRjP72BHkYSNqeTSVZ5mvGAmrLqlytOzZkBLhM3JxWQo+GXP70gIklIhSYcKdV1nVj3UiQ1I5xOS16iaIzICA1o11CBQqp66eyyKTwxSgD7kTRPaDhTf0+kKFRqHGLTma2vFr1M/M/rJrp/0UuZiBNNBZl/1E841BHMYoIBk5RoPjYEEcnMrpAMkUREmzBLJgR38eRl0jqtuU7NvT2r1O08jiI4AsfABi44B3VwDRqgCQh4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCP7A+voBJsCfEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U6MKCLda3hVWbiiP4dIN8+vDS0c=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJMN2VGBF0WdOFGqGAf0ClDkknb0ExmTDJCmfY33Pgrblwo4lJX/o2ZdhbaeiBw7jn3knsPjjlT2nG+rcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oqSiRhDZJxCPZwUhRzgRtaqY57cSSohBz2sajy8xvP1CpWCTu9DimvRANBOszgrSR/LJj46p3n6AAeiHSQ4zhFbRjP72BHkYSNqeTSVZ5mvGAmrLqlytOzZkBLhM3JxWQo+GXP70gIklIhSYcKdV1nVj3UiQ1I5xOS16iaIzICA1o11CBQqp66eyyKTwxSgD7kTRPaDhTf0+kKFRqHGLTma2vFr1M/M/rJrp/0UuZiBNNBZl/1E841BHMYoIBk5RoPjYEEcnMrpAMkUREmzBLJgR38eRl0jqtuU7NvT2r1O08jiI4AsfABi44B3VwDRqgCQh4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zFsLVj5zCP7A+voBJsCfEw==</latexit>

(c) D(pMpŪ ||pMpŨ )
<latexit sha1_base64="4kN0AeWaXsOm3RfB+4NOQbHDln8=">AAACIXicbZBNS8MwGMdTX+d8q3r0EhzCdhmtCO440IMXYYLdBmsZaZpuYemLSSqMrl/Fi1/FiwdFdhO/jGnXg24+kPDn9zwPyf/vxowKaRhf2tr6xubWdmWnuru3f3CoHx13RZRwTCwcsYj3XSQIoyGxJJWM9GNOUOAy0nMn13m/90S4oFH4IKcxcQI0CqlPMZIKDfVWHTfsxwR50A6QHLsuvIH1eJjeZVDdtos4tLLZrCA5kJR5RKHGUK8ZTaMouCrMUtRAWZ2hPre9CCcBCSVmSIiBacTSSRGXFDOSVe1EkBjhCRqRgZIhCohw0sJhBs8V8aAfcXVCCQv6eyNFgRDTwFWTuQ2x3Mvhf71BIv2Wk9IwTiQJ8eIhP2FQRjCPC3qUEyzZVAmEOVV/hXiMOMJShVpVIZjLlldF96JpGk3z/rLWrpdxVMApOAN1YIIr0Aa3oAMsgMEzeAXv4EN70d60T22+GF3Typ0T8Ke07x9TZ6Ly</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4kN0AeWaXsOm3RfB+4NOQbHDln8=">AAACIXicbZBNS8MwGMdTX+d8q3r0EhzCdhmtCO440IMXYYLdBmsZaZpuYemLSSqMrl/Fi1/FiwdFdhO/jGnXg24+kPDn9zwPyf/vxowKaRhf2tr6xubWdmWnuru3f3CoHx13RZRwTCwcsYj3XSQIoyGxJJWM9GNOUOAy0nMn13m/90S4oFH4IKcxcQI0CqlPMZIKDfVWHTfsxwR50A6QHLsuvIH1eJjeZVDdtos4tLLZrCA5kJR5RKHGUK8ZTaMouCrMUtRAWZ2hPre9CCcBCSVmSIiBacTSSRGXFDOSVe1EkBjhCRqRgZIhCohw0sJhBs8V8aAfcXVCCQv6eyNFgRDTwFWTuQ2x3Mvhf71BIv2Wk9IwTiQJ8eIhP2FQRjCPC3qUEyzZVAmEOVV/hXiMOMJShVpVIZjLlldF96JpGk3z/rLWrpdxVMApOAN1YIIr0Aa3oAMsgMEzeAXv4EN70d60T22+GF3Typ0T8Ke07x9TZ6Ly</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4kN0AeWaXsOm3RfB+4NOQbHDln8=">AAACIXicbZBNS8MwGMdTX+d8q3r0EhzCdhmtCO440IMXYYLdBmsZaZpuYemLSSqMrl/Fi1/FiwdFdhO/jGnXg24+kPDn9zwPyf/vxowKaRhf2tr6xubWdmWnuru3f3CoHx13RZRwTCwcsYj3XSQIoyGxJJWM9GNOUOAy0nMn13m/90S4oFH4IKcxcQI0CqlPMZIKDfVWHTfsxwR50A6QHLsuvIH1eJjeZVDdtos4tLLZrCA5kJR5RKHGUK8ZTaMouCrMUtRAWZ2hPre9CCcBCSVmSIiBacTSSRGXFDOSVe1EkBjhCRqRgZIhCohw0sJhBs8V8aAfcXVCCQv6eyNFgRDTwFWTuQ2x3Mvhf71BIv2Wk9IwTiQJ8eIhP2FQRjCPC3qUEyzZVAmEOVV/hXiMOMJShVpVIZjLlldF96JpGk3z/rLWrpdxVMApOAN1YIIr0Aa3oAMsgMEzeAXv4EN70d60T22+GF3Typ0T8Ke07x9TZ6Ly</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4kN0AeWaXsOm3RfB+4NOQbHDln8=">AAACIXicbZBNS8MwGMdTX+d8q3r0EhzCdhmtCO440IMXYYLdBmsZaZpuYemLSSqMrl/Fi1/FiwdFdhO/jGnXg24+kPDn9zwPyf/vxowKaRhf2tr6xubWdmWnuru3f3CoHx13RZRwTCwcsYj3XSQIoyGxJJWM9GNOUOAy0nMn13m/90S4oFH4IKcxcQI0CqlPMZIKDfVWHTfsxwR50A6QHLsuvIH1eJjeZVDdtos4tLLZrCA5kJR5RKHGUK8ZTaMouCrMUtRAWZ2hPre9CCcBCSVmSIiBacTSSRGXFDOSVe1EkBjhCRqRgZIhCohw0sJhBs8V8aAfcXVCCQv6eyNFgRDTwFWTuQ2x3Mvhf71BIv2Wk9IwTiQJ8eIhP2FQRjCPC3qUEyzZVAmEOVV/hXiMOMJShVpVIZjLlldF96JpGk3z/rLWrpdxVMApOAN1YIIr0Aa3oAMsgMEzeAXv4EN70d60T22+GF3Typ0T8Ke07x9TZ6Ly</latexit>

(d) D(pMŨ ||pMpŨ )
<latexit sha1_base64="44N4oFRz9zHHf1XYiUEIAz+Rdio=">AAACH3icbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfU49egkPoLqMVUY8DPXgRJrgPWEtJ02wLS9OapMLo9k+8+Fe8eFBEvO3fmG5FdPOFhCfP8768eR4/ZlQqy5oahZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9CSUSIwaeKIRaLjI0kY5aSpqGKkEwuCQp+Rtj+8yvT2IxGSRvxejWLihqjPaY9ipDTllc/NoOo8JCiATojUwPfhNTRjL72FjqIsILA5GY+z90RfP1TVK1esmjUruAzsHFRAXg2v/OUEEU5CwhVmSMqubcXKTZFQFDMyKTmJJDHCQ9QnXQ05Col005m/CTzRTAB7kdCHKzhjf0+kKJRyFPq6MzMhF7WM/E/rJqp36aaUx4kiHM8X9RIGVQSzsGBABcGKjTRAWFD9V4gHSCCsdKQlHYK9aHkZtE5rtlWz784qdTOPowiOwDEwgQ0uQB3cgAZoAgyewAt4A+/Gs/FqfBif89aCkc8cgj9lTL8BfBKh9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="44N4oFRz9zHHf1XYiUEIAz+Rdio=">AAACH3icbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfU49egkPoLqMVUY8DPXgRJrgPWEtJ02wLS9OapMLo9k+8+Fe8eFBEvO3fmG5FdPOFhCfP8768eR4/ZlQqy5oahZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9CSUSIwaeKIRaLjI0kY5aSpqGKkEwuCQp+Rtj+8yvT2IxGSRvxejWLihqjPaY9ipDTllc/NoOo8JCiATojUwPfhNTRjL72FjqIsILA5GY+z90RfP1TVK1esmjUruAzsHFRAXg2v/OUEEU5CwhVmSMqubcXKTZFQFDMyKTmJJDHCQ9QnXQ05Col005m/CTzRTAB7kdCHKzhjf0+kKJRyFPq6MzMhF7WM/E/rJqp36aaUx4kiHM8X9RIGVQSzsGBABcGKjTRAWFD9V4gHSCCsdKQlHYK9aHkZtE5rtlWz784qdTOPowiOwDEwgQ0uQB3cgAZoAgyewAt4A+/Gs/FqfBif89aCkc8cgj9lTL8BfBKh9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="44N4oFRz9zHHf1XYiUEIAz+Rdio=">AAACH3icbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfU49egkPoLqMVUY8DPXgRJrgPWEtJ02wLS9OapMLo9k+8+Fe8eFBEvO3fmG5FdPOFhCfP8768eR4/ZlQqy5oahZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9CSUSIwaeKIRaLjI0kY5aSpqGKkEwuCQp+Rtj+8yvT2IxGSRvxejWLihqjPaY9ipDTllc/NoOo8JCiATojUwPfhNTRjL72FjqIsILA5GY+z90RfP1TVK1esmjUruAzsHFRAXg2v/OUEEU5CwhVmSMqubcXKTZFQFDMyKTmJJDHCQ9QnXQ05Col005m/CTzRTAB7kdCHKzhjf0+kKJRyFPq6MzMhF7WM/E/rJqp36aaUx4kiHM8X9RIGVQSzsGBABcGKjTRAWFD9V4gHSCCsdKQlHYK9aHkZtE5rtlWz784qdTOPowiOwDEwgQ0uQB3cgAZoAgyewAt4A+/Gs/FqfBif89aCkc8cgj9lTL8BfBKh9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="44N4oFRz9zHHf1XYiUEIAz+Rdio=">AAACH3icbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfU49egkPoLqMVUY8DPXgRJrgPWEtJ02wLS9OapMLo9k+8+Fe8eFBEvO3fmG5FdPOFhCfP8768eR4/ZlQqy5oahZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9CSUSIwaeKIRaLjI0kY5aSpqGKkEwuCQp+Rtj+8yvT2IxGSRvxejWLihqjPaY9ipDTllc/NoOo8JCiATojUwPfhNTRjL72FjqIsILA5GY+z90RfP1TVK1esmjUruAzsHFRAXg2v/OUEEU5CwhVmSMqubcXKTZFQFDMyKTmJJDHCQ9QnXQ05Col005m/CTzRTAB7kdCHKzhjf0+kKJRyFPq6MzMhF7WM/E/rJqp36aaUx4kiHM8X9RIGVQSzsGBABcGKjTRAWFD9V4gHSCCsdKQlHYK9aHkZtE5rtlWz784qdTOPowiOwDEwgQ0uQB3cgAZoAgyewAt4A+/Gs/FqfBif89aCkc8cgj9lTL8BfBKh9Q==</latexit>

Fig. 7. Important distributions for security proofs and their KL divergences.
We wish to make divergence (d) small to guarantee security for the three-stage
coding scheme, as it is equal to the mutual information I(M ; Ũ). Divergence
(a) is equal to the mutual information I(M ; Ū). Divergence (b) is simulated
and understood to be small from Fig. 6. Divergence (c) can be shown to be
zero. The implications of these divergences can then be levied on divergence
(d).

practical security over the Gaussian wiretap model.

E. Coset Coding as the Outer Code

The simulation results in Fig. 6 show very close matches
between the joint distributions of pUŨ (u, ũ) and pUŪ (u, ū) at
certain operating points for the Gaussian and binary symmetric
channels, respectively. We would like to convert this result to
knowledge about D(pMŨ ||pMpŨ ). Recall, it is this quantity,
and others like it, that allow us to address the security
constraints of our system. Consider Fig. 7, where we note
the following four divergence calculations:
(a) D(pMŪ ||pMpŪ ),
(b) D(pMŪ ||pMŨ ),
(c) D(pMpŪ ||pMpŨ ), and
(d) D(pMŨ ||pMpŨ ).

We know that there exist wiretap codes [5], [13] that can make
divergence (a) go to zero as blocklength nu →∞. This is the
well-known strong secrecy constraint. For a fixed blocklength,
we may write this as

D(pMŪ ||pMpŪ ) < εa, (35)
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for some small εa > 0. Divergence (b) can be bounded using
our results in Fig. 6. Recall that these simulations imply that
for a good match of channel parameters, then

D(pUŨ ||pUŪ ) < εb, (36)

for some small εb > 0. From our simulations, εb appears to
be no bigger than 10−6, and this can likely be decreased with
greater precision in the simulation.

Lemma 2. If D(pUŨ ||pUŪ ) < εb, then D(pMŨ ||pMŪ ) < εb,
when codes are chosen for the three-stage coding scheme as
in Section IV.

Proof. Note that

D(pUŨ ||pUŪ ) =
∑
u

∑
u′

pUŨ (u, u′) log2

pŨ |u(u′|u)

pŪ |u(u′|u)
(37)

=
∑
u

∑
u′

∑
m

pUŨM (u, u′,m) log2

pŨ |u,m(u′|u,m)

pŪ |u,m(u′|u,m)

(38)
= D(pMUŨ ||pMUŪ ) (39)
≥ D(pMŨ ||pMŪ ) (40)

=⇒ D(pMŨ ||pMŪ ) < εb, (41)

which completes the constraint on divergence (b). Here
(38) is due to the facts that M → U → Ũ , and that
pMUŨ (m,u, u′) = 0 when u is not in the mth coset (i.e., when
ψ1(u) 6= m). The expression in (40) is a direct application of
the well-known equality [19]

D(p(x, y)||q(x, y)) = D(p(x)||q(x)) + D(p(y|x)||q(y|x))
(42)

and the fact that the divergence between any two distributions
is nonnegative.

Lemma 3. When a three stage coding scheme is deployed
over an eavesdropper’s Gaussian channel with code choices
as in Section IV, and messages are assumed to be chosen
uniformly at random, then D(pMpŪ ||pMpŨ ) = 0.

Proof. We first write

D(pMpŪ ||pMpŨ ) =
∑
m

∑
u′

pM (m)pŪ (u′) log2

pM (m)pŪ (u′)

pM (m)pŨ (u′)
.

(43)
Marginal distributions on Ū and Ũ are both uniform over
the same alphabet by symmetry of the problem, making this
divergence (which is given as divergence (c)) exactly zero.

At this point, we would like to declare victory; however,
the KL divergence is not a true distance metric in the strictest
sense of the word because it fails symmetry and the triangle
inequality. Thus, it is not true that divergence (d) must be
less than the sum of divergences (a), (b), and (c), and we can
make no clear mathematical statement about divergence (d) as
a function of εa and εb. However, the KL divergence is like a
distance metric in that D(p(x)||q(x)) = 0 iff p(x) = q(x)∀x.
Since divergences (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 7 are all very close
to zero, or exactly zero in one case, then we recognize that

the distributions must be similar from step to step around the
box of distributions in the figure. Although it is possible for
divergence (d) to be greater than εa + εb, it is not possible for
it to be much greater, as long as both εa and εb are very small.

Let us rewrite divergence (a) as

D(pMŪ ||pMpŪ ) =
∑
m

∑
u′

pMŪ (m,u′)×

log2

[
pMŪ (m,u′)

pM (m)pŪ (u′)

pMŨ (m,u′)

pMŨ (m,u′)

]
(44)

= D(pMŪ ||pMŨ ) +
∑
m

∑
u′

pMŪ (m,u′)×

log2

pMŨ (m,u′)

pM (m)pŨ (u′)
. (45)

The entire expression of (45) is less than εa by (35), and the
first term in (45) is less than εb by (36). The second term in
(45) can be rewritten as∑

m

∑
u′

(
pMŪ (m,u′)

pMŨ (m,u′)

)
pMŨ (m,u′) log2

pMŨ (m,u′)

pM (m)pŨ (u′)
.

(46)
Note that for the simple case where pMŪ (m,u′) =
pMŨ (m,u′) for all m,u′, then this term is exactly divergence
(d), and it can then be bounded as a function of εa and
εb. Thus, the smallness of divergence (d) is reliant on the
match between the two joint distributions pMŪ (m,u′) and
pMŨ (m,u′). Measuring the divergence between the two is a
reasonable approach to imply the closeness of the match.

This provides yet more evidence that D(pMŨ ||pMpŨ ) is
small when wiretap codes are used that make D(pMŪ ||pMpŪ )
small. Note that for this to be a meaningful security metric,
we must guarantee that the eavesdropper’s mapping from Zn

to Ṽ nv to Ũnu includes best possible decoders for ψ3 and ψ2.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we choose specific codes for Stages 1, 2,
and 3 in the three-stage coding scheme, and provide some
simulation results. Let the linear block code at Stage 1 be the
(7, 4) Hamming code so that M = {0, 1, . . . , 7}, messages
are converted to their three-bit binary representations, and then
encoded into nu = 7 bit secrecy codewords. These length-7
codewords are buffered 174 at a time as input blocks for Stage
2 encoding. This gives an effective nu value of 1218 bits,
representing 522 message bits per block. The key size for these
simulations was chosen to be 62 bits, yielding 262 possible
unique interleavers at Stage 2. Since finding the correct key is
only part of what is required to correctly decode the message,
this amounts to at least 62 bits of cryptographic strength when
brute force on the key is tried [29], [30], [31]. The confusion
on interleaved message bits provides even greater strength
under such an attack scenario, and may prevent attackers from
recognizing the correct key when it is tried. The shuffled bits of
Ui and the key bits are then appended to make input blocks for
the Stage 3 encoder. This yields nv = 1280 bits, and requires
the Stage 3 encoder to have dimension 1280. We choose a
(1536, 1280) irregular LDPC code as the Stage 3 encoder,
and puncture the bits associated with the key in the systematic
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Fig. 8. The conditional distribution pM̃|M=5(m̃) as a function of Eb/N0

in a Gaussian channel when all three stages of encoding and decoding are
employed. When all conditional distributions of this type are uniform, where
the conditioning can be with respect to any valid message, then Eve’s decoder
has no information about the message. For this case, Eve’s decoder outputs
no information about M when Eb/N0 ≤ 6.5 dB. The system delivers the
message reliably when Eb/N0 ≥ 8 dB.

output prior to transmission. Thus, the total blocklength of the
three-stage encoder is n = 1474, and the rate of the three-stage
encoder is R = 522/1474 ≈ 0.3541.

In Fig. 8, we show pM̃ |M=5(m̃) for the three-stage scheme
over a range of Eb/N0 values. Note from Fig. 6 that the
ICSHK scheme generates BSC(p) for p ranging from 0 to
0.5 when Eb/N0 ranges from 6.5 to 8 dB. It is, therefore, not
surprising to see the change in the shape of pM̃ |M=5(m̃) in
Fig. 8 occur over the same range of Eb/N0. At Eb/N0 below
6.5 dB, the distribution is uniform, while at Eb/N0 above 8
dB, the true message is found with probability one. This same
shape occurs when conditioning on any message m ∈M; i.e.,
at Eb/N0 below 6.5 dB, Stages 2 and 3 generate an effective
BSC(0.5) channel, which removes information about M , and
at Eb/N0 above 8 dB, Stages 2 and 3 generate an effectively
noise-free channel. To see the role of the Stage 2 encoder and
decoder more plainly in confusing the eavesdropper, we also
display the same results when Stage 2 is left out in Fig. 9. Note
here that we do not get the sharp transition in pM̃ |M=5(m̃)
over a range of 1.5 dB in Eb/N0, but rather information leaks
to the eavesdropper about the message even at 0 dB. While
an interleaver seems to work fine as the Stage 2 encoder, we
suppose that some type of keyed hash function would provide
stronger secrecy guarantees in practice. Note that as pM̃ |m(m̃)
approaches uniform,

D (p(m, m̃)||p(m)p(m̃))→ 0, (47)

indicating no information leakage at the output of ψ3.
Finally, in Fig. 10, we simply plot the BER for five cases

to gain additional intuition about desirable BER curve shapes
for practical secrecy coding. Note that when all three stages of
coding are employed, we observe an incredibly sharp waterfall
region in the BER curve, as expected, and the sharpness of
the waterfall lessens significantly when Stage 2 encoding and
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Fig. 9. The conditional distribution pM̃|M=5(m̃) as a function of Eb/N0

in a Gaussian channel when Stage 2 encoding and decoding is left out of the
three-stage coding scheme. The information about the message is not well
hidden, even when Eb/N0 = 0 dB.

decoding is left out of the three-stage scheme. When a smaller
LDPC code is used at Stage 3, the sharpness of the waterfall
also decreases, although not as severely as when Stage 2 is
removed. Both the larger and the smaller LDPC codes are
chosen from the worldwide interoperability for microwave
access (WiMAX) standard IEEE 802.16e [32]. The smaller
code is a (576, 480) irregular code, and we choose the key
size to be 24 bits, so that the overall rate of the three-stage
coding scheme is as close as possible to the case with the larger
(1536, 1280) code. The differences in the waterfall regions that
we see from changing the size of the LDPC code at Stage
3 indicate that surface curves like unto Figs. 8 and 9 also
exist for the smaller code case, but they are nearly identical
in shape and form. The only difference is the slope of the
transition from reliable to secure regions of operations in
Eb/N0. Finally, the uncoded BPSK curve is included as a
reference.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we propose a novel three-stage encoding
scheme for physical-layer security over the Gaussian wiretap
channel. While exact information theoretic claims of security
are not given with this technique, practical measures of se-
curity are shown to be possible. We demonstrate how the
KL divergence between several distributions changes as a
function of Eb/N0 over the Gaussian channel, and highlight
the effectiveness of the ICSHK scheme at generating an effec-
tive discrete memoryless wiretap channel, such that operation
at higher Eb/N0 duplicates the performance of a noise-free
channel and operation at slightly lower Eb/N0 generates a
BSC(p). Stage 1 secrecy coding (e.g., a wiretap code) can
then deliver effectively secure and reliable communications.
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